
PulseNet: Next Generation Technology

PulseNet connects federal, state, and 
local partners committed to food safety
PulseNet is made up of 82 federal, state, and local public 
health laboratories in all 50 states, Washington, D.C., and Puerto 
Rico. These labs use standardized laboratory and data analysis 
methods to characterize the foodborne bacteria making people 
sick. PulseNet’s standardized tools allow public health labs around 
the country to work together in a coordinated network to monitor 
for potential outbreaks by analyzing and comparing data from 
laboratory samples. 

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) information is only one 
clue in solving a foodborne disease outbreak. Investigators also 
need information gathered outside the laboratory, such as the 
places people went and the food they ate before they got sick; 
and public health departments need strong workforces to collect 
this information. WGS information supports the epidemiological 
investigations and helps public health investigators identify and 
solve more outbreaks while they are still small. Successful outbreak 
investigations help identify unsafe foods and production processes. 
Regulatory agencies and industry can use this new knowledge to 
prevent future illness.

What does whole genome 
sequencing show us?

Whole genome sequencing is a process to determine the genetic makeup (or content) 
of bacteria by reading their DNA. Public health scientists use this technique to compare 
bacteria making people sick to identify outbreaks. They also use it to learn why some 
bacteria make people more sick or are more resistant to antibiotics than others. 

Using the latest technology to detect 
outbreaks and protect the public’s health
For over 20 years, PulseNet, the national laboratory network 
that detects foodborne disease outbreaks, has prevented illness and 
saved money. PulseNet helps public health scientists identify and 
solve outbreaks of foodborne illness in the United States. PulseNet 
recently updated the technology it uses to detect outbreaks. This 
new technology, whole genome sequencing, gives public health 
scientists more information than ever before about the foodborne 
bacteria that make people sick. It improves investigators’ ability to 
link cases of illness to outbreaks and to identify common sources of 
infection. Based on CDC’s experience with whole genome sequencing, 
CDC expects to identify and solve more outbreaks and prevent 
more illnesses as WGS becomes the new standard in PulseNet for 
surveillance of foodborne bacteria.
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$500 million saved 
annually by PulseNet’s 
detection of outbreaks 
and prevention of 
foodborne illness

$500
million

PulseNet’s evolution: 
Staying ahead of the curve
Whole genome sequencing improves the ability of public health 
scientists to connect the dots between sick people and sources of 
infection. To best use this advanced technology, we must continue to 
support and develop state laboratory capacity, and also support state 
capacity to investigate foodborne outbreaks and illnesses. CDC is 
committed to supporting state and local health departments with the 
resources and training needed to cultivate highly skilled epidemiologists 
and laboratory scientists. 

PulseNet scientists at CDC are constantly working to advance laboratory 
and data analysis tools used to investigate outbreaks. By researching and 
developing new technologies beyond WGS, CDC scientists will be able to 
ensure that the PulseNet laboratory network remains cutting-edge. 

FUNDING 
Speeds Progress

2013
CDC uses WGS for routine 

surveillance of Listeria 

2014
WGS projects funded by 

AMD results  in more detailed 
foodborne outbreak detection 

2016
CDC and select states expand 

the use of WGS for routine 
surveillance of Campylobacter, 

E.coli, and Salmonella  

2019
WGS is the new PulseNet 

gold standard for identifying 
foodborne pathogens

1996
PulseNet laboratory 
network established

u	Food Safety
u	Advanced Molecular 

Detection (AMD)
u	Antibiotic Resistance

Initiative

50 states, D.C., and 
Puerto Rico received 
CDC funding to 
support transition 
to WGS

50
states

Beyond 
2019 

CDC and PulseNet are 
advancing laboratory and 
data analysis tools used 

for investigating, detecting, 
and solving outbreaks  

Novel technologies such 
as metagenomics allow 
detection of foodborne 
bacterial DNA directly 
from patient samples

Investing in Results

More outbreaks 
found and solved 
after 3 years of 
using WGS for 
routine surveillance 
of Listeria

3x
more 

outbreaks
solved

Accessible version: https://www.cdc.gov/
pulsenet/next-gen-wgs.html

https://www.cdc.gov/pulsenet/next-gen-wgs.html

